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Bob Garvey, Paul Stokes & David Megginson

Drawing on extensive research and the
authors’ own experiences as coaches
and mentors, the book offers a critical
perspective on the theory and practice
of coaching and mentoring.
The Third edition features four new
chapters and is supported by a
collection of new international casestudies, drawn from the USA, Africa,
Asia and South America, along with an
increased emphasis on current topics such as internal coaching
schemes, e-technologies and social media.
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A Critical Introduction to
Coaching and Mentoring
Debates, Dialogues and Discourses
David E. Gray, Bob Garvey & David A. Lane

Supported by a wide range of case
studies, activities, further questions and
topics for discussion, this book is a
comprehensive but accessible
introduction to C&M. The authors take a
critical approach and go beyond the
basics, covering topics such as:
•
•
•
•

Skills, purposes and outcomes of
coaching and mentoring processes
The many settings in which they
take place – public, private and voluntary
Coaching and mentoring’s evidence base and how it is assessed
The professionalization of coaching and mentoring and a move
towards integration.
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